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Foreward
BIF
The Broadband India Forum (BIF), in association with knowledge partner
EY, is proud to present this report, which highlights the need to incentivize
domestic handset manufacturer in India and provides possible mechanism
for acceleration of incentives under the GST regime.
The country has embarked on one of the world’s most ambitious broadband
projects with the Digital India program, which seeks to transform India into
a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. The rising digital
quotient of the country is transforming the way we live and communicate,
and further advancement in the telecom industry is expected to drive the
in India initiative to boost the manufacturing ecosystem in the country is
expected to aid telecom and IT equipment-manufacturing in the country.
Over the last decade, the growth of the entire telecom ecosystem has
turn, positively affected the lives of a vast majority of India’s population.
With more than 1.03 billion subscribers, telecom services have reached
some of the remotest areas in the country, acting as an enabler for the
masses.
The demand for mobile data has not only grown but is growing
exponentially, with approximately 90% of the total 350 million internet
subscribers in the country accessing data from their mobile handsets. Also,
adoption of smartphones is increasing rapidly, with the country poised to
add approximately 100 million smartphones in one year. Wider deployment
of 4G networks, along with affordability and indigenization of smartphones,
is going to drive mobile broadband to the next level of penetration via
handsets. With the rapidly increasing demand, it is important to incentivize
the local manufacturers to meet the majority of the demand through
domestic production.
help the regulatory and policy makers to decide on the various measures
smartphone industry and also accelerate their adoption across India.

TV Ramachandran
President
Broadband India Forum

EY

Bipin Sapra
Partner - Indirect tax
Ernst & Young LLP

Ernst & Young (EY), in association with Broadband India Forum (BIF), is pleased to
present the report ‘Incentivizing domestic handset manufacturing in India under
the GST regime’
The Make in India initiative coupled with Digital India initiative of government
of India will boost local manufacturing and transform India into a global
manufacturing destination. The mobile handset industry in India has also seen
tremendous growth in the last two years, driven by government initiatives and
duty differential policies. As a result, the number of mobile phone manufacturing
facilities reached 40 in August 2016 from just 3 in 2014.
It is expected that the adoption of smartphone in India will reach upto 688 million
by 2020 as compared to 238 million in 2015 (with smartphone sales reaching
upto 300 million units). Further, the overall Indian mobile handset market will grow
With the introduction of GST, most of the current Centre and state taxes/duties will
chain with minimum upfront exemptions. Thus, it is expected that the incentives
available to local manufacturers under the current regime would decrease. Given
this situation, continuation of incentives under the GST regime will be key to meet
the increasing demand through domestic production.
The Government has frequently mentioned that any incentives under the GST
regime shall be in the form of refund or subsidy. This report highlights the possible
mechanism for the continuation of incentives/subsidies under the GST regime
in line with the draft Model GST Law and the Government’s intention. There
are learnings from how the other international jurisdictions specially China and
Vietnam have used incentives to promote indigenous manufacturing of mobile
handsets.
to provide you with more information and guidance around some of these ideas.

Executive
summary
India has established itself as one of the fastest growing economies of the world and is
1
expected to rank among the top three manufacturing destinations by 2020. In recent
years, the manufacturing sector has emerged as one of the high-growth sectors, and India
progressed in its ranking among the world’s 10 largest manufacturing countries by three
2
places to the sixth position in 2015.
Indian Prime Minister, Shri. Narendra Modi, has initiated the Make in India campaign to
boost manufacturing with a vision to increase the share of manufacturing in the country’s
gross domestic product from 16% to 25% by 2022, create more employment, increase value
3
addition and technological depth in manufacturing, and enhance global competitiveness.
With the Make in India objective, the Indian Government has launched various incentive
schemes and introduced a duty differential structure for certain industries, one of which is
the mobile handset industry. Such incentives, especially the differential duty structure, have
played a vital role in seeding mobile handset manufacturing in India and offsetting the local
disabilities.
Mobile handset manufacturing in India has gained fresh momentum in the past two years,
with a number of OEMs and third-party contract manufacturers setting up manufacturing
plants in the country. The number of mobile handset manufacturing facilities reached 40 in
4
August 2016 from just 3 in 2014, driven by the increase in duty differential in Budget 2015
to 11.5% from 5%.
The current manufacturing scenario, which initially started from the assembly of handsets,
has gained intensity as mobile handset manufacturers are locally procuring components such
as batteries, chargers and accessories. However, there is a need to provide more incentives
manufacturing with greater investment in design and research and focus to source more
components locally.
With the introduction of GST, most of the current Centre and state taxes/duties will be
improving India’s global competence. The GST Council has decided the four rate slabs under
5
GST — 5%, 12%, 18% and 28% — which would cover the majority of goods. The Government
of credits.

However, this intent may also impact the incentives, especially the duty
differential, available to a manufacturer of mobile handsets under the current
regime. This shall negatively impact the manufacturing industry, which is now
worth INR54,000 crore and is expected to grow to INR94,000 crore by the end of
6
Any negative impact on the incentives may impact the proposed
Phased Manufacturing Programme, which seeks to domestically manufacture
1.2 billion mobile handsets — worth INR15 lakh crore — by 2025—26, potentially
7
employing 5.8 million people.
Based on the revised Model GST Law, IGST on import of goods shall be levied in
accordance with the Customs provisions. Further, credit of IGST shall be available
at the time of further supply in India, unlike the present regime, where the import
duty paid is a cost for the importers. This will lead to an increase in an importer’s
pool of creditable taxes, which otherwise are a cost.
the present incentives of approximately 8%—10% to zero. Thus, continuation
of incentives under the GST regime is vital for maintaining the growth in
manufacturing and form a robust component ecosystem with extensive local value
addition.
The Government in various press releases has shown intent that appropriate
measures shall be taken to continue providing incentive for manufacturers.
The revised model GST Law also provides powers to the Government on the
recommendation of the Council to make rules or exempt in whole or part any tax
mechanism for incentivizing mobile handset manufacturers can be recommended
wherein the manufacturers can be granted relief/incentive by way of refund/
rebate, keeping it equivalent or more than the incentives available under the
current regime.
The following is one possible suggestion to grant incentive to manufacturers:

Incentive amount = Net GST payable by the manufacturer (which can
be computed as GST paid on output supply – GST paid on import of
goods and services)

that are at least equivalent to the incentives available under the current regime
(i.e., approximately 8%—10%), and higher incentives can be granted where the local
value addition in India is more.
encourage manufacturers to increase the local value addition in India and create
additional incentives for building a component ecosystem for mobile handset
manufacturing in the country.

1 Make in India - http://www.makeinindia.com/
2 IDC Report – September 2016
3 Make in India - http://www.makeinindia.com/
4 IDC Report – September 2016
5 Economic Times - Government announcement on GST structure
6 Teleanalysis Report
7 The Economic Times
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Mobile handset
manufacturing
in India: current
scenario
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1.1
Current duty structure in India
Duty structure on mobile
handsets in past

Evolvement of duty differential
in India

The mobile handset industry witnessed high rates of Customs
Duty during 1995—2002. During 2001—02, the Customs Duty
rate on mobile handsets was approximately 27.2% (BCD: 5%;
CVD: 16%; SAD: 4%). It was subsequently reduced to 14.4%
(BCD 10% and SAD 4%) with effect from 1 March 2002, then

The Government of India established the duty differential
structure on mobile handsets based on the recommendations
of the Manufacturing Advisory Committee (MAC) report (StageII) in 2011—12

4% SAD with effect from 1 March 2005 (subsequently, this 4%
became refundable and duty remained zero till 2010—11).

Recommendation made under the MAC report (Stage-II) in
2011—12

“

Import duty on parts, components and accessories was exempt
where the goods were used in manufacturing mobile handsets.

handset manufacturing and exports, producing almost 10% of
the world’s mobile handsets by 2010—11.
With effect from 2011—12, excise duty/CVD of 1% was
imposed on mobile handsets. In 2013—14, excise duty/
CVD was increased to 6% for mobile handset with MRP >
INR2,000 and 1% for mobile handset with MRP < INR2,000.
However, manufacturing activity suddenly collapsed and as
a consequence, by 2014—15, the manufacturing numbers
dwindled to less than 60 million from 130 million units in
2013—14.

Import duty without Input tax set-off
should be imposed on the imported
handset. This could be done by applying
a reasonable 8-10 percent on handsets
which will also translate into CVD on
imports. Indigenously manufactured
handset should be exempt from excise.

“

as the SEZ Act, EOUs and EHTPs, that mobile handset
manufacturers set up manufacturing facilities in the country

Figure 1. Trend of duty rates in India
BCD 5%
CVD 16%
SAD 4%

BCD 10%
SAD 0%

BCD 0%
SAD 4%

BCD 0%
SAD 0%

BCD 0%
CVD 1%/6%**
SAD 0%
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SAD 4%*
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** 1% for less than INR2,000 MRP and 6% for more than INR2,000 MRP

2007-08

2011-12
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While presenting the Interim Budget 2014—15, Finance Minister
P Chidambaram said,

“

To encourage domestic production of
mobile handsets (which has declined)
and reduce the dependence on imports
(which have increased), I propose to
restructure the excise duties for all
categories of mobile handsets.

To increase value addition in India, a Phased Manufacturing
Program (PMP) was conceptualized, aiming at broadening and
deepening the mobile components manufacturing ecosystem in
a phased manner. Based on suggestions, the Government has
created a differential structure on three components of mobile
handsets — chargers, batteries and headsets — wherein the rate
of excise duty was reduced to 2% (instead of 12.5%), subject to
certain conditions including non-availment of CENVAT credit on
the inputs and capital goods used in the manufacturing of such
goods.

“

Further, he added, the rates will be 6% with CENVAT credit or
8
1% without CENVAT credit.
Thus, in 2014—15, the Government of India introduced a duty
differential structure on mobile handsets, wherein the rate of
excise duty was reduced to 1% (instead of 6%) subject to the
condition of non-availment of CENVAT credit on the inputs and
capital goods used in the manufacturing of said goods, thereby
incentivizing local manufacturers as compared to importers of
mobile handset. Subsequently, in 2015—16, the differential was
enhanced to 11.5% by raising the CVD rate to 12.5%.

Figure 2. Duty rates in India during 2014—15
and 2015—16
BCD 0%
CVD 6%
SAD 0%
Duty rate for
importer and local
manufacturer with
credit

2014-15

2015-16
BCD 0%
CVD 12.5%
SAD 0%
BCD 0%
CVD 1%
SAD 0%

Duty rate for local
manufacturer
without credit

2014-15

2015-16
BCD 0%
CVD 1%
SAD 0%
8 Interim Budget 2014-15: Full text of Chidambaram’s speech, India Today
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Table 1. Current duty structure in India
Particulars

Imports of mobile handset

Imports for domestic manufacturing

Output taxes
Imports

Domestic manufacturing

Customs Duty: 13.5% on 65%
of MRP (BCD: nil; CVD: 12.5%;
NCCD: 1%)

Customs Duty: nil for parts, components and
accessories for the manufacture of mobile handsets

Not applicable

Excise duty: 2% on 65% of MRP (without credit of
capital goods and inputs)

Custom duty: 12.5% (BCD: nil; CVD: 12.5%; SAD: nil)
for chargers, batteries and headsets

Excise duty: 13.5% on 65% of MRP (with credit of
capital goods and inputs)
Local sale of mobile
handsets, parts and
accessories

Rate of VAT/CST: varies from 5% to 14.5%
Concessional CST of 2%: applicable where the purchaser provides Form C
Input taxes

Domestic procurement of
parts and accessories for
manufacture

Not applicable

Procurement of parts, components and accessories for
manufacture of mobile handsets eligible for nil rate of
excise duty, with an exception for chargers, batteries
and headsets
Excise duty on chargers, batteries and headsets: 12.5%
or 2% subject to certain conditions including nonavailment of CENVAT credit on the inputs and capital
goods used in the manufacturing of such goods.

Local procurement of
services

Service tax payable at 15%

Service tax payable at 15%

Incentivizing domestic handset manufacturing in India under the GST regime | 13

Differential due to current duty structure
The above structure resulted in a differential of approximately 8%—10% (of sales price) between imports of mobile handset and
manufacturing of mobile handset in India.
Table 2. Duty differential under the current duty structure in India: Illustration
Particulars

9

Import and sell
model (Amt. in INR)

Manufacture in India (Amt.
in INR)

MRP

6,500

6,500

Sale to distributor/retailer

5,255

5,255

Cost of completely built unit (CBU)

4,500

4,500

Cost of imports

4,500

4,230

-

270

Cost of domestic additions
Value addition in India

10

0%

6%

Taxes applicable
On procurements
Custom duty on imports

570

-

Taxes on domestic procurements

-

5.40

Taxes on taxable input services

-

6.08

54

54

624

65

Total credits available (B)

-

56

Excise duty on manufacture (C)

-

84.50

Net tax payable (D) = (C) – (B)

-

28

624

94

11.88%

1.79%

-

10.09%

Taxes on taxable input services (S&D)
Total input tax paid (A)

Total tax cost to importer/manufacturer (D) + (A) – (B)
Cost of SP to distributor/retailer
Duty differential (%) [import vis-à-vis handset manufacturing]
Key points for this Illustration:

• The MRP of the mobile handset is assumed as INR 6,500, sale price to the distributor as INR 5,255 and the cost of the
completely built up unit as INR 4,500.
• Customs duty on imports is calculated on MRP after a 35% abatement.
• Value addition percentage of 6% has been considered from a study conducted jointly by IIM Bangalore and Counterpoint.
• On the sale of the manufactured handset, Customs Duty has been computed at a concessional rate of 2% on MRP after
abatement.
• It is assumed that all parts, components and accessories are imported from outside India except the charger, battery,
headset and packaging material.
• Input service cost for local procurements is considered as 15% of domestic additions, and input service cost for sales and
distribution is considered as 8% of cost of CBU.
• CENVAT credit is availed on the service tax component (14%) paid on input services.
• No service tax credit is available on Swachh Bharat Cess (0.5%) and Krishi Kalyan Cess (0.5%).
9 EY analysis
10 Source - Study conducted by IIM Bangalore and Counterpoint - https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2871430
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1.2
Other key incentives for local manufacturing
in India
EMCs

12

Package Scheme (M-SIPS)

11

The Government of India, in 2012, introduced the M-SIPS
scheme for companies engaged in manufacturing in the

manufacturing and to offset the disabilities faced by industries

automotive electronics and consumer electronics.

the EMC Scheme in 2012. It aimed to provide support for the
creation of world-class infrastructure for attracting investments
in the electronics systems design and manufacturing (ESDM)
sector.

•

Capital expenditure subsidy of 25% in
non-SEZs and 20% in SEZs

The scheme provides subsidies on the infrastructure cost to set
up special electronics manufacturing zones. Under this scheme,

•

Reimbursement of CVD/Excise on capital
equipment for non-SEZ units

the project cost (subject to a ceiling of INR500 million for every

•

Production subsidy at 10% of the production turnover
(ex-factory) available to select high-tech units, such
as fabs, semiconductor logic and memory chips.

75% of the project cost (subject to a ceiling of INR500 million)

•

Subsidy/incentive to be released after the end

geographical area, which is preferably contiguous, and a

exceeds the minimum prescribed threshold

number of existing ESDM units are located. There are currently

Manufacturing Clusters (EMCs)

South Indian states that are well connected by major trading
ports (Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Odisha
and West Bengal).

•
•

Applicable for investments made in projects within
a period of 10 years from the date of approval

•

Applicable for 29 segments, including
telecom, IT hardware, consumer electronics,
semiconductor chip and chip component

•

A minimum investment of INR1 billion for
EMS players to be eligible for incentives

•

Different investment thresholds applicable for units,
depending on the type and nature of products

11 and 12 Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology - http://meity.gov.in/
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1.3
Turnaround for local manufacturers owing to
incentives
Boost in local manufacturing
owing to incentives
The policies introduced by the Government of India and the
rising demand of smartphones have driven huge investments in
India in the past two years. As a result, a number of OEMs and
third-party contract manufacturers have set up mobile handset
manufacturing plants in India. The number of mobile handset
manufacturing facilities reached 40 in August 2016 from just 3
13
in 2014.
Various incentives schemes/policies introduced by the
Government of India, especially the differential duty structure,
led to an increase in local manufacturing, which is evident from
the data provided below:
•

India manufactured mobile handsets worth INR54,000
crore in FY2015—16, a growth of 186%.

•

In FY2015—16, the number of mobile handset units
manufactured was 110 million vis-a-vis 60 million in
FY2014—15. Feature handsets accounted for the majority
(60 million), followed by smartphones (50 million). In value
terms, feature phones accounted for INR5,000 crore,
while smartphones accounted for INR49,000 crore.

•

In FY2014—15, India manufactured 17 million feature
phones and 43 million smartphones. In value terms,
India manufactured mobile handsets worth INR18,900
crore, of which feature phones accounted for INR1,400
crore and smartphones, INR17,500 crore.

•

The mobile handset manufacturing industry in
India provides employment to around 40,000
people, and this is bound to increase with additional
manufacturing units becoming operational and also
14
increase in existing manufacturing capacity.

•

An increase in local manufacturing has also
resulted in rapid decline of CBU imports
from 80% in 2014 to 30% in 1Q16.

Figure 3. Share of CBU imports vs. local
15
manufacturing In India (in %)
90
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0
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CBU imports
Local manufacturing

The Government is now focused on increasing the intensity of
manufacturing in India, for which it has taken welcome steps
such as the introduction of the PMP. Under this initiative, a
differential structure has been created on three components —
chargers, batteries and headsets — wherein a concessional rate

13 IDC Report – September 2016
14 Teleanalysis Report
15 Teleanalysis Report, EY Analysis
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2

Handset
manufacturing
value chain
analysis
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2.1
Mobile handset manufacturing process
A typical mobile handset manufacturing process starts with
a prototype considering the designs, features, weight, scale,
is pushed to the engineers, who decide on the necessary
electronics.
The key part of every handset is its electronics, which in turn
depend on the features determined during the design phase.
For most mobile handsets, there are three key components:
printed circuit board assembly (PCBA) — which controls the
keypad and signal reception —battery and screen. In addition to
the hardware, software is also required for handsets to operate.

•

First, the casing and other structural parts for the handset
are made based on the industrial and mechanical design.

•

Once the casing is created, the PCBA is made.

•

The circuit board is then placed in the casing, using
a series of eyeglass screws. Thereafter, the other
components of the handset are added: screen,
keypad, antenna, microhandset and speaker.

•

After the handset is constructed and programmed with
the necessary software, it is moved on to testing.

•

During the testing phase, the battery for the
handset is added and a worker checks the handset
for power, button functionality and reception.

•

Finally, the necessary documentation for the handset is
produced and sent to be packaged with the handset.

16

operation starts, which comprise of following :

•
handset is packaged and shipped to retail outlets.

Figure 4. Key components
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16 EY research
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2.2
Value addition in India as on today
India has started witnessing a gradual shift from the CBU
import model to assembly, and is progressing toward increasing
the intensity of manufacturing. Currently, manufacturing
operations are done either in-house or through the third-party
EMS route.
Design operations are still mostly based outside India. Few
Indian brands have built capability in industrial and mechanical
design, mostly in association with foreign partners and/or
subsidiaries; but most vendors still take PCBAs from their
original device manufacturers (ODMs) overseas. Similarly,
tooling, molding and trial produce are mainly overseas.
Hardware testing is still largely done outside India, while more
stringent testing on software for many vendors is done within
India. By and large, ODMs overseas are still undertaking these
tasks for India vendors, even for those handsets that are
manufactured in India. Packaging has started shifting to India,
17
particularly for Indian manufactured units.

Growing demand of smartphones, a highly competitive
smartphones market and the Government’s policy initiatives,
which aim to bring end-to-end manufacturing to the country
in the next few years, are driving local assembly to India. This
would, in turn, help the economy by driving direct and indirect
employment. In the coming months, component makers —
including panel makers, camera modules and battery charger
manufacturers — are expected to set up manufacturing facilities
in India.
Although the overall cost of production may not be cheaper
at this point for local assembly, any further changes in the
duty structure could tilt the balance in favor of local assembly.
Further, there are various challenges that the industry still faces
and are deterring the growth of end-to-end manufacturing of
handsets in India.

Figure 5. Challenges for the handset industry

Limited components supply capabilities
in India

Lack of robust manufacturing ecosystem

Low availability of talent

High cost finance and infrastructure

Majority components are imported

Technology/R&D barriers

In view of these challenges, there still is a continued need
to incentivize handset and component manufacturers to
set up manufacturing facilities in India.
17 IDC Report – September 2016 (The comments provided above is based on IDC Report – September 2016 & EY Analysis)
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3

Importance
of incentive
structure under
GST
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3.1
Proposed GST structure in India
The Indian Government is keen to implement GST with effect
from 1 April 2017. The main objective behind the introduction
of GST in India is to elevate the Indian market to the global
competence level. GST is being hailed as one of the biggest
game changers in the history of the Indian economy. It is

Based on the revised Model GST Law, IGST on import of goods
shall be levied in accordance with the Customs provisions.
Credit of IGST shall be available at the time of further supply in
India, unlike the present regime, where the import duty paid is a
cost for the importing traders. This will increase importer’s pool
of creditable taxes, which otherwise are a cost.

India to operate as a single market.
The basic intent of GST is to avoid a cascading tax effect in the
make products cheaper and increase the country’s global
competence. With this intent in mind, it is expected that GST
would be introduced with minimum tax exemptions. However,
manufacturers under the current tax regime.

regime will decrease their incentive of approximately 8%—10%
under the current regime to zero. The proposed GST duty
structure is explained with the help of an illustration in Table 3
below.
The calculation has been done assuming the GST rate to be
18% on mobile handsets and their parts, components and
accessories.

Table 3. Duty differential under the proposed GST duty structure in India — Illustration
Particulars

18

Import and sell
model (Amt. in INR)

Manufacture in India
(Amt. in INR)

MRP

6,500

6,500

Sale to distributor/retailer

5,255

5,255

Cost of CBU

4,500

4,500

Cost of imports

4,500

4,230

-

270

Cost of domestic additions
Value addition in India

0%

19

6%

Taxes applicable
On procurements
Custom duty on imports

810

761

GST on domestic procurements

-

41.31

GST on taxable input services

-

7

65

65

Total input tax paid (A)

875

875

Total credits available (B)

875

875

GST on taxable input services (S&D)

18 EY analysis
19 Study conducted jointly by IIM Bangalore and Counterpoint Researchers - https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2871430
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GST on output supplies
GST on output supplies (C)

946

946

71

71

Total tax cost to importer/manufacturer (D) + (A) - (B)

946

946

Cost of SP to distributor/retailer

18%

18%

-

0.00%

Net tax payable (D) = (C) - (B)

Duty differential (%) [imports vis-à-vis handset manufacturing]
Key points for above Illustration:

• MRP of mobile handset is assumed as INR 6,500, sale price to distributor as INR 5,255 and cost of the CBU as INR4,500.
• Customs duty on imports is calculated on MRP after a 35% abatement.
• Value addition percentages have been considered from a study conducted jointly by IIM Bangalore and Counterpoint.
• It is assumed that all parts, components and accessories are imported from outside India except chargers, batteries,
headsets and packaging material.
• Domestic procurement of goods by the manufacturer is considered as 85% of domestic additions.
• Input service cost for local procurements is considered as 15% of domestic additions, and input service cost for sales and
distribution is considered as 8% of the cost of the CBU.
• GST rates are assumed as follows: CGST at 9%, SGST at 9% and IGST at 18%.

3.2
GST impact: importer vis-à-vis local manufacturer
rate slab, the working capital of importers and domestic
manufacturers would have the following impact as compared to
the present regime where import of mobile handsets attracts
duty to the tune of 13.5% of the RSP, while the import of the
majority of the parts and components are exempt from levy of
import duty.
On comparing the current duty structure and the proposed
duty structure under GST in the illustrations discussed above in

by approximately 4%—5% (computed as a percent of SP to the
distributor/retailer) only due to an increase in the rate of duty
to 18%.
On the other hand, where the manufacturers’ exemptions are
impacted, domestic manufacturers would be required to pay
duties on the import of parts, components and accessories for
manufacturing, as compared to zero duty under the current
regime. This withdrawal of exemptions would increase the

20

Scenario

Import and sell model
(Amt. in INR)

Manufacture in India
(Amt. in INR)

Taxes paid: proposed duty structure

810

761

Taxes paid: current duty structure

570

-

240

761

4.56%

14.49%

As a percentage of SP (INR5,255)
20 EY analysis
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The proposed GST regime would facilitate seamless credit
across the supply chain under a common tax base. Considering
that now importers shall be eligible for credits of GST paid on
import of mobile handsets, they will be able to unlock far more
non-creditable taxes as compared to domestic manufacturers.
21
The difference can be as high as 10%—11%.

3.3
Need to provide incentives under the proposed
GST regime
In view of the above discussion, it can be seen that importers
and local manufacturers would be at par under the proposed
GST regime, considering a scenario where the duty differential
incentive under the current regime may go down to zero as
compared to 8%—10% (percentage of SP from manufacturer to
distributor).
Import of mobile
phones to get
cheaper
(duty
differential of
8%-10% to come
down to o%)

IGST, which is
a cost under
the present
regime, will be
available as
credit at the
time of import

A sudden
reduction in
the cost of
mobile phones
imported

manufacturers.

An adverse
impact on
local
manufacturing

Against the
Make in India
initiative

Need to provide
incentives to
promote
domestic
handset
manufacturing

21 EY analysis
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4

Incentivizing
domestic handset
manufacturing
under GST
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As discussed above, the present incentive of approximately
8%—10% available to handset manufacturers under the current
regime would go down to zero. Therefore, there is a need
promote local manufacturing and build a complete eco-system.
The Government has shown its intention of keeping minimum
upfront exemption under the GST Law and thereby ensuring
Government has frequently mentioned that any incentives
under the GST regime shall be in the form of refund or subsidy.
The revised model GST Law also provides powers to the
Government on the recommendation of the Council to make
rules or exempt in whole or part any tax leviable thereon,

Section 154. Power of Central (or State)
Government to make rules

“

(1) The Central Government (or
the State Government) may, on the
recommendation of the Council,
make rules, including rules conferring
retrospective effect under those rules,
to carry into effect the purposes of this

“

the relevant extract of provisions as envisaged under the
revised model GST Law.

Section 11. Power to grant exemption from tax

“

Given the above provisions under the revised model law,
a separate mechanism for incentivizing mobile handset
manufacturers can be recommended wherein the
manufacturers can be granted relief/exemption by way of
refund/rebate, keeping it consistent with the incentives
available under the current regime. Further, the Government

(1) If the Central or a State Government

Scheme structure

public interest so to do, it may, on the
recommendation of the Council, by
absolutely or subject to such conditions
description from the whole or any part
of the tax leviable thereon with effect
any date subsequent thereto as may be

Incentive may be granted by way of a refund at the time of
outward supplies by manufacturers to distributors. A possible
suggestion to compute the incentive to the manufactures is as
follows:

Incentive amount =
Net GST payable by the
manufacturer (which can
be computed as GST paid
on output supply – GST
paid on import of goods
and services)
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“

Further, the actual incentive amount can be

Mechanics

at least equivalent to the incentive available under
the current regime (i.e., approximately 8%—10%),
and higher incentives can be granted where the local
value addition in India is more.
This has been explained with the help of recent study
conducted jointly by IIM Bangalore and Counterpoint
Researchers wherein the value addition in India has been
mentioned as approximately 6% under the current state of
manufacturing in India. As per the study, the value addition can
be increased up to 32% by 2020 by undertaking most of the
manufacturing processes in India.

•

Procurements from outside India are taxed at the
applicable Customs Duty/GST rates and ITC is allowed
to manufacturers (BCD to continue to be exempt on
import of parts, components and accessories and
sub-parts used in the manufacture of mobile phones).

•

Domestic procurements are taxed at the applicable
GST rates and ITC is allowed to manufacturers.

•

Manufacture and supply of mobile handsets
are taxed at the applicable GST rate.

•

Incentive is granted by way of refund/rebate at
the time of outward supply to manufacturers.

Applying the minimum and maximum value addition, we have
illustrated below the calculation of the incentives, assuming the
standard rate of 18% as proposed by the GST Council.

Table 5. Computation of refund percentage under each state of manufacturing
Particulars

22

Value addition 6%
(Amt. in INR)

Value addition 17%
(Amt. in INR)

Value addition 32%
(Amt. in INR)

MRP

6,500

6,500

6,500

Sale to distributor/retailer

5,255

5,255

5,255

Cost of CBU

4,500

4,500

4,500

Cost of import procurements

4,230

3,735

3,060

270

765

1,440

GST payable/paid on output supply (A)

945.9

945.9

945.9

GST payable/paid on Imports (B)

761.4

672.3

550.8

Incentive amount (C) = (A) – (B)

184.5

273.6

395.1

Incentive as a percentage to SP

3.5%

5.2%

7.5%

Cost of domestic procurements

Key points for this Illustration:
• The MRP of the mobile handset is assumed as INR6,500, sale price to the distributor as INR 5,255 and the cost of the CBU
as INR4,500.
• Customs Duty (equivalent to GST) of 18% has been assumed on imports of the parts, components and accessories to be
used in the manufacture of mobile phones.
• The GST rate is assumed as 18%.
• Value addition percentages have been considered from a study conducted jointly by IIM Bangalore and Counterpoint.
• The cost of import procurements has been computed as Cost of CBU* (100 – Value addition in India).
• The cost of domestic procurements has been computed as Cost of CBU* Value Addition in India.
22 EY analysis
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In the discussed scenario, the incentives work out
to be lower than the incentives available under
the current regime with similar value addition.
Thus, incentives can be enhanced equivalent to
the incentive available under the current regime.
(Assuming, If the multiplier is kept at 3, the incentives
can be enhanced to 10.5%, 15.6% and 22.5% where
the value addition is 6%, 17% and 32%, respectively.)

The Government may further consider deferring the payment
of Customs Duty (equivalent to the GST rate) on import of
goods and services till the time the goods are further supplied
to customers, as payment of Customs Duty at the time of
would further incentivize local manufacturers by eliminating
the impact on working capital, as is the case under the current
regime. It would also encourage exports from the country,
because GST would not be applicable on outward supplies and
therefore this GST deferment would ensure that exporters are
not required to undergo the refund process.
A similar scheme can be extended to component
manufacturers, which would encourage more investment in
India and give a boost to the ecosystem. Once the ecosystem is
created, the prices of parts and components may also become
more competitive, which, in turn, will reduce the cost of mobile
handsets and make Indian handset manufacturers more
competitive globally.

This report/knowledge paper contains information that is intended for general guidance only. It should not be construed as an advice or opinion of
Ernst & Young LLP. The information related to GST is based on the revised model GST Law released by the Government in November 2016. The
research information is based on secondary sources and has not been reviewed by subject-matter specialists. Neither Ernst & Young LLP nor any
other member of the global Ernst & Young organization can accept any responsibility for loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from
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Glossary
BCD

Basic Customs Duty

IGST

Integrated Goods & Services Tax

BOM

Bill of material

IDH

Independent design house

CAPEX

Capital expenditure

EMC

Electronic Manufacturing Clusters

CENVAT

Central Value Added Tax

R&D

Research and development

CBU

Completely built unit

IT

Information technology

CGST

Central Goods & Services Tax

SMT

Surface mount technology

CVD

Counter Vailing Duty

GOI

Government Of India

CST

Central Sales Tax

SP

Selling price

EHTP

Electronic hardware technology park

OPEX

Operating expenditure

EMS

Electronics manufacturing services

NCCD

National Calamity Contingent Duty

EOU

Export-oriented unit

PCB

Printed circuit board

ESDM

Electronic system design & manufacturing

SAD

Special additional duty

MAC

Manufacturing Advisory Committee

SGST

State Goods & Services Tax

IDC

International Data Corporation

SKD

Semi knocked down

PMP

Phased manufacturing plan

MRP

Maximum retail price

PCBA

Printed circuit board assembly

VAT

Value added taxes

OEM

Original equipment manufacturer

SBC

Swachh Bharat Cess

SEZ

Special economic zone

KKC

Krishi Kalyan Cess

S&D

Selling and distribution

M-SIPS

GST

Goods & Services Tax
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